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Introduction
In an ironic twist to the just-enacted Pub. L. 115-97, also informally known as the “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act” (the Act), many tax-exempt
(non-profit) organizations will be subject to a substantial new tax placing limits on their ability to recruit, compensate and retain
leadership talent. While penalizing employers for providing certain levels of otherwise reasonable compensation is not a new concept
for publicly-traded companies, it is unprecedented in non-profit organizations and will require some adjustment to existing
compensation and retention strategies. Below, we review the publicly held company experience and then consider the Act’s impact on
non-profit organizations.
Public Company Background
For many years, publicly held companies have been limited in their ability to deduct compensation for their chief executive officer and
the four other most highly compensated executives.1 This limit is imposed by §162(m) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) which
states:
In the case of any publicly held corporation, no deduction shall be allowed under this chapter for applicable employee remuneration
with respect to any covered employee to the extent that the amount of such remuneration for the taxable year with respect to such
employee exceeds $1,000,000.
By denying the tax deduction, the publicly held company is penalized to the extent of the excess compensation multiplied by the
corporation’s tax rate. Beginning in 2018, the Act drops the corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%, reducing the §162(m) penalty to
21% of compensation more than $1 million.
New Excise Tax2
While structured differently, the compensation practices of non-profit organizations have come under increased scrutiny from the
government as well as the public. Executives of non-profit organizations have been increasingly perceived by some critics-particularly
in the for-profit sector-as failing to embrace their organization’s stated purpose, overpaid and their compensation and benefits should
be limited like publicly traded companies which extends beyond the current reasonable compensation tests and intermediate
sanctions.
Even though non-profit organizations typically have a substantial political support base, there have still been some in Congress that
have raised concerns about the compensation of high profile executives in the non-profit sector. Numerous methods have been
suggested by those concerned with compensation at non-profit entities and others, including possibly limiting executive
compensation to that of the president of the United States or the applicable state governor.
The Act recognizes that concern but takes a considerably different approach, imposing a §162(m)-type penalty on the non-profit
employer. Since non-profit employers do not use tax deductions, the new IRC §4960 imposes an excise tax on compensation (as
defined by §3401(a)) of more than $1 million for certain employees. The excise tax rate is the corporate tax rate then in effect, which
under the Act is 21% for tax years beginning in 2018. The non-profit employer, not the employee, pays the tax. The new §4960
states:

1
2

The Act changed covered employees for public companies to the principal executive officer, principal financial officer and the three other most highly compensated executives.
Triscend does not provide tax, legal or accounting advice. Consult with your independent adviser on these matters.
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There is hereby imposed a tax equal to the product of the [corporate tax rate] and . . . so much of the remuneration paid . . . by an
applicable tax-exempt organization for the taxable year with respect to employment of any covered employee in excess of
$1,000,000 . . . The employer shall be liable for the tax imposed…
The §4960 excise tax applies to the non-profit organization’s five highest compensated “covered” employees (or former employees)
for the year, plus anyone who was a covered employee for any preceding year (2017 or later).3 In addition to the excise tax on
compensation over $1 million, the same excise tax would apply to parachute payments paid to covered employees that meet or
exceed three times final average compensation for the five years prior to the change of control. See below for examples of how the
calculations of the excise tax would work.
1. Excise tax on excess compensation. For remuneration that exceeds $1 million paid to a covered employee, the employer is
penalized in the form of a 21% excise tax.
Sample Executive A
Amount of
$2,500,000
Remuneration over $1 million
$1,500,000
Excise Tax
$315,000
Remuneration4

2. Excise tax on excess parachute payments. §4960 also provides for an excise tax on what are deemed to be “excess”
parachute payments. According to the Act, these payments apply to “covered employees” meeting the definition of highly
compensated.5 Given the consolidation in some areas of non-profits (especially healthcare), this excise tax could represent
another unexpected cost directly affecting members. See below for sample executives in two very similar scenarios with
drastically different results.
Sample Executive A Sample Executive B
Base Amount
$250,000
$250,000
Parachute Payment
$750,000
$749,999
“Excess” Parachute Payment
$500,000
$0
Excise Tax
$105,000
$0
This example illustrates the importance of the non-profit organization maintaining a clear understanding of its agreement to
provide severance benefits and the resulting impact. As the above example shows, the cost of meeting or exceeding the
three times threshold can have a dramatic effect on the economics of the parachute payment for the non-profit employer.
Even though a covered employee’s aggregate annual salary and incentive payments may be less than $1 million, it is essential to
recognize this change in the tax law means the existence of any deferred compensation (or similar) arrangement increases the
probability of incurring the excise tax. This is the case because “remuneration” includes deferred compensation and similar
arrangements, not as it accrues each year, but in a lump sum in the year it vests (i.e., is no longer subject to a “substantial risk of
forfeiture”). Under many plans, deferred compensation accrues over 10 or more years so the vested amounts can represent many
multiples of current salary and incentive compensation. Nevertheless, the full amount of the vested deferred payment is added to

The Act excludes compensation paid to physicians and nurses for rendering medical services. Payments to these professionals for administrative services are included, however.
In a given year from all sources including deferred compensation arrangements.
5 The Act also imposes the excise tax on parachute payments, which generally arise if the employer pays severance at or greater than three times the individual’s 5-year average W-2
compensation for the period immediately prior to the termination of employment. This part of the excise tax only applies if the individual qualifies as a highly-compensated individual
($120,000 in 2017 and 2018).
3
4
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current compensation, significantly increasing the likelihood the total for a given year will exceed $1 million, resulting in the 21%
excise tax on the excess.
According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, expected tax revenue from the excise tax on excess executive compensation is
projected to be $1.8 billion over the next decade. In the big picture this could seem like a de minimis amount, but for individual nonprofit employers, these taxes represent a loss of financial resources which would otherwise be invested in their communities and
support their mission. What’s more, even though the IRS has not yet issued bulletins and guidance on the tax provision, it appears
the excise tax can quite possibly be all or in part avoidable with a few prudent steps and an openness to alternative and noncompensatory approaches.
At this point, it is unclear how the IRS will collect the information from which it will assess or not assess the excise tax. One can only
assume the IRS would use an instrument similar to the Form 990 for those entities that do not currently file. While an
implementation decision is yet to be made, non-profits will need to watch for future guidance and respond accordingly.
Implications for Individual Executives
The impact of the new §4960 is clear and straightforward as to the non-profit employer, and there are no exceptions in the Act based
upon the type of non-profit. However, even though the impact on employers is spelled out clearly through the excise tax, the effect on
individual executives could be significant as well.
In addition to the excise tax on non-profit employers, the Act added (6) to §164(b) placing limits on the ability of individuals to
deduct state and local taxes (SALT), including income, sales, and property taxes. While the limitation is offset somewhat by an
escalation in the standard deduction, this increase will be of little comfort to senior executives with high incomes. Even with this
offset, experts predict a net increase in tax revenue of over $400 billion by limiting these deductions.
Cumulatively, the results of the Act could affect senior executives on several levels.
1. The increase in employer tax expense (§4960) to provide the same benefit could create downward pressure on
compensation and benefits in general.
We are already starting to see discussion around employers either reducing or changing the compensation structures of
highly compensated executives as a way to avoid or minimize the increased cost of the excise tax. These changes will be of
particular concern for executives without significant negotiating leverage.
Alternatively, non-profit employers can modify incentive and retention plans to pay out more frequently and keep total
compensation under the threshold. While this can benefit the employer due to the potential avoidance of the excise tax, this
type of change would eliminate much, if not all, of the retention value associated with deferred plans. Also, executives
would sacrifice the benefit of tax deferral.
2. The elimination of the federal deduction for state and local taxes (§164 (b)(6)) will increase the taxes paid on any
remuneration, including salary, incentive, and deferred compensation.
Executives, like other employees, are accustomed to deducting state income tax from their income for federal income tax
purposes. Consider this highly-simplified6 example of an executive in a high-tax state like California, assuming the executive
is in the highest marginal state income tax rate of 13.3% and the highest marginal federal income tax rate of 37%.

6

This example is simplified, ignores deductions and for is illustration purposes only. The fact and circumstances of individual executives will determine the ultimate impact of the Act.
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a. The deduction allowed (pre-2018)
Total Income
State Tax Paid (13.3%)
Adjusted Income (Federal)
Federal Income Tax (37%)
After-Tax Income
Effective Tax Rate

Sample Executive A
$1,000,000
$133,000
$867,000
$320,790
$546,210
45.38%

b. Deduction eliminated (2018 onward)
Sample Executive A
Total Income
$1,000,000
State Tax Paid (13.3%)
$133,000
Adjusted Income (Federal)
$1,000,000
Federal Income Tax (37%)
$370,000
After-Tax Income
$497,000
Effective Tax Rate
50.30%
Losing the ability to deduct SALT from the federal income tax calculation results in a roughly 37% increase in the effective
“cost” of state income taxes and a 10.84% increase in overall effective tax rate.
Quantify the Impact
In summary, certain dollars allocated to salary and compensatory benefits (including deferred compensation and excess parachute
payments) could be 21% more expensive going forward. This increase in tax expense should be factored into the decision-making
processes as alternatives for delivering executive benefits are considered. While there are multiple ways to deal with this potential
expense, many options may result in a conscious trade-off between avoiding or paying the excise tax and the ability to retain key
executives.
Alternatively, there are plan options which are not defined as remuneration in §3401(a) in the context of the new §4960. In addition
to allowing tax-exempt entities to address the excise tax, certain of these options also provide for more favorable accounting
treatment as well as capital preservation, growth, and recovery. All of these matters are of keen interest to non-profit organizations as
they execute on their mission.
Potential Alternatives
Non-profit employers seeking an effective strategy to address the excise tax while achieving the sometimes conflicting goals of key
executive retention and capital preservation and growth will have to become well versed in the available options. Each option has its
advantages and disadvantages, and the ultimate decision on plan type should be based on the facts and circumstances of the
employer and participating executive.
1. Restructure Existing Deferred Compensation Plans. Altering the vesting/payout timing for deferred compensation plans
currently in place could keep the annual amount of total compensation to the executive under the $1 million threshold by
breaking up what could have been a large lump sum payment into smaller payments every two to three years. Changing the
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vesting schedule could require the non-profit employer to make a trade-off between excise tax savings and a reduced
incentive for long-term retention of a key executive. Also, employers should consult their advisers to ensure these changes
are consistent with regulations governing deferred compensation arrangements.
2. Executive Bonus Plans. Like deferred compensation, these plans are compensatory and frequently pay on an annual basis.
In many cases, they involve the use of a life insurance policy as the financial instrument that accumulates value for the
executive over time. Depending upon the circumstances, this could be an appropriate option, but the long-term retention
benefit is almost entirely lost in this scenario.
3. Split Dollar Plans. Many non-profit organizations are now considering the decades-old technique referred to as split-dollar
because it is deemed to be non-compensatory for purposes of the excise tax. While a significant number of non-profit
organizations already have a split-dollar plan in place, this concept will be new for most. On the surface, a split-dollar
arrangement could be a useful solution, but non-profit employers should conduct detailed due diligence on plan designs
before implementation to ensure it is prudently structured and does not create the potential for an adverse outcome in the
future. Assuming it is structured and implemented correctly, a split-dollar arrangement can be an effective tool with myriad
benefits beyond its ability to lessen the impact of the excise tax.
What’s Next?
Most have not had the opportunity to study every aspect of the new tax law carefully. Historically, new tax law provisions have
minimal, if any, impact on non-profit organizations. However, it is crucial for those in the non-profit sector to recognize the Act will
affect thousands of non-profit organizations - especially in healthcare, higher education, trade and professional associations and
credit unions. Failure to take action regarding the new §4960 requirements will cause a non-profit organization to potentially find
itself in a position where it has lost capital which would have otherwise supported its mission.
Non-profit employers should study, in detail, the Act’s potential impact on their presently structured deferred compensation plans and
other benefits, as well the impact on the programs they are currently considering implementing in the future. The competitive nature
of recruiting, hiring and retaining the best and the brightest has always been a challenge for the non-profit sector when compared to
its for-profit brethren. The new tax law will make this problem even more significant. The advice of qualified counsel is vital regarding
the options available for addressing the excise taxes in the new tax law.
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